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AT SIXES AND SEVENS IN THE SMALL ISLES

THE LOG OF A CRUISE IN JULY\AUGUST 1992

by

Wayfarers

PETRA AND SPINDRIFT.

crewed by

Sarah and Peter Mackay and Coby and Bill Paterson

This is a tale of failure in that we did not do what we set
out to do,but it is also a tale of success in that it showed
us once again what marvellous seaboats Wayfarers are and how
well suited they are to cruising in Scottish conditions.

The idea was to celebrate our collective bicentenary by
cruising again in company as we had done in 1987 with our very
successful cruise round Mull ( see log in the Association
Library) and this time to begin at Arisaig and aim for the
Western Isles.

The Patersons had one problem- they had sold their beloved
Zwalke and had succumbed to the doubtful charms of a keel
boat- but they soon solved that by going out and acquiring
Spindrift, a Mark 2 Small Craft boat (W 5688).The Mackays had
remained faithful to Petra (W7432), though since 1987 all
their salt water excursions had been in sea canoes.

Both boats had Loch Lomond as their homewaters, sailing under
the burgee of the Clyde Canoe Club which despite its name is
now a sailing club, proud of its origins in 1873 as the home
of some of the pioneers in small boat cruising on the West
Coast.
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ARISAIG

After all too short a time getting together on preparation and
planning we rendezvoused on 19th July at the public car park
behind the Arisaig pier and the jumble of sheds occupied by
the firm of Arisaig Marine , over which loomed the hull of a
small traditional fishing boat `Wave', which we were to see
again on our cruise.The cloud was down, it was very windy and
we were tired with the pressures of getting away from work and
battening down the hatches on our in trays, so we retreated to
a nearby camp site and resolved to sail next day.But next day
was even worse, with an invigorating Force 6 blowing, so after
fiddling with the boats for a bit we decided to postpone the
start for another day and went for a long walk on the Arisaig
peninsula to the south of Arisaig harbour.

Martin Lawrences excellent West Coast Pilot Crinan to Canna-
( see bibliography) was blunt about the problems of entering
and leaving Arisaig harbour:-

One of the most intimidating entrances of any
anchorage on the West coast;

and Frank Cowper writing in his Sailing Tours in 1896 was not
much better:

If the sea rover wishes to enter Arisaig
harbour he had better obtain local help.It is
an abominable place for a stranger,

So we thought we might as well reconnoitre from the land We
drove to the little house known as the Waiting Room (GR-629
852) which is where in the days of regular steam and sail
ferries passengers would wait to be ferried out to the boat
standing off the harbour entrance.From here we scanned the
entrance and identified the leading marks winding their dog
legged course through the skerries and prepared for the morrow
- glad that we weren't at sea because although the sun was now
out and we could look across to Eigg, it was clearly blowing a
hooly and the couple of small yachts we could see were making
heavy weather of punching into the south westerly near gale.
Despite the wind it became quite hot and we walked south along
the coast (unusually seeing half a dozen red deer on what is a
very low lying peninsula) until we came down to the lovely
little beach where Peter and Sarah had camped in May 1991
while on a shakedown cruise with their party in folding canoes
training for their trip to Northwest Greenland that summer.

The beach was as seductive as ever.lt is sheltered from all
but the south and east, by a rocky point with a dun on the
top which is sufficient to break the heavy seas rolling in
from the south west.the beach is sandy and good for running a
Wayfarer up on to, and beyond the beach is green short turf
ideal for camping and lounging. we had had two happy nights
there in 1991 and it was good to be back.A small burn to the
east provided ample water.It is ideally situated as a staging
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post to and from the Ardamurchan peninsula
- and on our last visit we had seen a family of otters playing
on the rocks a few miles round the corner on the skerries
beyond Arisaig point. ( Beach Grid Reference (GR) 620838).

We stayed there for an hour or two collecting winkles and
mussels before heading north again over the hill to collect
the car and head back to Arisaig.

We decided to spend the night in the car/boat park behind
Arisaig Marine so erected our boom tents for the first time.
These had been manufactured for the trip in the expectation
that we would need them in the Outer isles where on the East
coast at least there is a marked absence of sandy beaches on
which we could indulge our canoeists' preference for sleeping
on terra firma.Thanks to Diane Apps the Mackays had a small
plan from which their Mark 2 tent had been manufactured by
Paul Richardson of Cockenzie ( see appendix) the Patersons had
trusted to Cobi's native wit and ingenuity to design one
which, judging by its low profile and absence of headroom, was
clearly intended to be the last word in streamlining and to
weather any storms we were likely to meet- at the cost of some
comfort.We spent a comfortable night there which opened up
vistas of future holidays forgetting about the inconvenience
of water and using the boats as caravans.But in fact this was
the first and only night we spent on board on that holiday.The
park can be recommended both as a point to leave cars and
launch from, as well as to spend the night. Clean public loos
were close by, near the good little general store.

Next morning dawned bright sunny and midgy and we took our
time getting launched waiting for high water at 10 40. We used
the Arisaig Marine slip , vacated earlier in the morning by
the Wave,having given them 50p(per boat!) as a contribution to
the tea fund, and set off shortly after the ferry to the Small
Isles, called the Nevis Shearwater, which provides a virtually
daily service during the summer months.

The wind was very light as we ghosted gently out past the
skerries and rocks, keeping a close look out for the various
leading marks we had conned the day before- taking them
successively to starboard, starboard,port starboard port
starboard and finally starboard as we came out of the narrow
entrance and into the Sound proper, a little to the north of
the very prominent white mark on the rocks of Arisaig point
which marks the entrance to the harbour and is visible from as
far away as Eigg. As we knew from our canoeing this was a
wonderful area to explore at high tide, in among the skerries
and little hidden beaches alive with otters and seals, but the
Outer Isles called and we pressed on to Eigg.

EIGG
After a very pleasant sail of about three hours from launching
to landing we came to Eigg. Two big rocks- Flod Sgeir and
Garbth Sgeir awash or submerged at high water-bar the entrance
to the pier- and the perch on one of them was missing.We
cautiously inched in towards a little sandy beach north of the
pier and houses on a leading line roughly from the Sgurr of
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Eigg, which towers more than 1000feet above the harbour,
through a little wooden white hut on turf just above the
foreshore to land on on a small sandy beach surrounded by
rocks. Here (GR 486 843)we made camp and enjoyed the afternoorn
sunning ourselves on the turf and watching the ponies on the
rocks before setting off on a recce.

In fact there is not much to see in the immediate en'irons of
the pier- a few decaying shops ( including "Betty's Hand Made
Shop") and a tea room (all brigaded in a strange long low
crenellated building which was perhaps a reminder of the
period when the island was owned by the Byzantine scholar Sir
Steven Runciman), and not much else. The harbour is little
more than a pier jutting into the channel between the main
island and Eilan Chathastail, through which the south
Westerlies would no doubt whistle and spring tides rip as the
channel is little more than 100yds wide.A few small fishing
boats swung at the moorings but the general impression was of
inactivity and decay.

Despite being the pier and entrepot for the island and its 300
inhabitants there was very little sign of life there- and no
settlement.Most of the population lives at Cleadale- the
crofting community a couple of miles to the north and on the
west side of the island.Around the pier there is only Eigg
House hidden in the trees, and a few scattered cottages. After
a quiet stroll round the policies we returned to the camp , to
find Bill, ever the perfectionist, still tinkering and tuning
Spindrift- which he had only had time to sail a couple of
times before the trip and which he felt was not showing a
sufficient turn of speed- though as a former club Wayfarer
champion before he abandoned us for a keel boat, his standards
are probably higher than most!

The cloud had come in during the afternoon and the gray
evening did nothing to raise our hopes for the morrow.We woke
to Bartok's Hungarian dances- the Radio 3 theme which were to
come to know so well as it announced radio 3's start up every
morning at 6 50 with the weather forecast and the inshore
waters forecast.This morning we were promised force 3-4 with a
possibility of it rising to F5-6 later.We decided to have a
day sail to the Island of Muck, about 5 miles to the south
west and rose in a leisurely fashion to find that Spindrifts
fresh bread had disappeared completely from its safe haven in
a plastic box in the wooden shed which we had made our^ base
for cooking and food storage. Apparently Bill and Coby had had
the food in the tent with them in the night in case there were
any furry rodents in the hut- but had been disturbed in the
middle of the night by signs of activity- and a hole eaten
through the neoprene cover on the plastic box used for food
storage. The box had been returned to the hut but, as it now
seemed, with the rat in it- because not a crumb was left in
the morning. We learnt later that Eigg rats are a curse to
campers and they are even mentioned in one of the accounts of
early travellers to Eigg - and the lesson seems to be that
they will smell food through tents and poly bags, so stronger
defences are necessary.
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What with one thing and another it was 11 30 before we set off
for Muck.Low tide the night before had shown us some rocks we
had sailed too blithely over on our way in so we went out
cautiously on a bearing of 110 magnetic until we we were just
inside the perch on Flod Sgeir , mindful that no less a sailor
than Lynam in his famous yawl Blue Dragon had hit the adjacent
rocks in 1896 and they were still there! Then short tacks
through the channel between Eigg and Eilan Chastail took us
out into the open waters of the Sound of Eigg en route to
Muck.

MUCK

The wind freshened and became a good force 4 as we came to the
south east corner of the island and we had to try hard to
remember the sailing directions as we came in towards Port
Mor. In essence we had to sail as near as we dared to Dubh
Sgier ( black rock) on the south west of the entrance and then
swing north on a leading line of the house on the pier and
wood on the hill at the end of the harbour, to avoid a nasty
rock at the entrance.We did this safely enough but the last
few tacks were pretty constricted as we came up to the pier
and tucked ourselves in behind. By now the wind was strong and
the rain was pouring down but a cheerful and self assured
child working on the pier told us that as the Nevis Shearwater
was due in in about five minutes- one o'clock- her mother
would be opening the tearoom shortly. So after a quick look at
the tiny corrugated iron school( stuffed with computers) we
headed for the tea room to get there ahead of the incoming
gannets. Here Bill treated us to a pot of tea served in a real
china pot and some lovely homebaking.The wind had dropped a
bit and the rain had gone away so all was well with the
world.There was lots of activity around us-testimony to the
energy of the MacEwan family who have owned the island for
some generations and done their best to make it a working
estate.When we arrived they were all at work preparing the way
for a wind generator, for which they had managed to get some
developmental funding and there was lots of evidence of it
being a working farm- and Wave, the fishing boat which had
been at Arisaig was now swinging at the mooring as evidence of
the efforts to live off the sea as well as the land.

We listened to the 13 55 shipping forecast which
promised/threatened force 4-5 rising to 6 or 7, or possibly
8.And the rain came back, but we decided to complete the
circumnavigation of the island- which we did in a pleasant 4
with only mild excitement on the south west corner as the big
waves rolling in from the west caught us uncomfortably on the
reach.We came round the outside of Horse Island ( Eilan nan
Each) and then tacked cautiously into Gallanch Bay, with a
sandy beach and a farmhouse at the end of it- keeping a wary
eye open for the rock in the centre of the Bay which the
sailing directions ( Lawrence) warn against.It would be a good
place to camp in an emergency ( particularily sheltered from
all but the north and west) but is probably too near the farm
houses at the edge of the beach to want to stay there for

4
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long.

By now the sun was out again and we had a pleasant ( and hot
stroll in wetsuits etc to the highest point on the island
all of 137 metres) and admired the oanorama all round us from
Coil to the South to the magnificent vista of Rhum and Eigg to
the North with the Cuillins of Skye behind them.It was a good
time to take stock of the little island'place in history.

Fortunately it does not have much of a history.In the 18th
century almost 200 inhabitants had lived there, eking a living
collecting kelp as fertiliser for Britain's expanding
agricultural industry, but then the bottom dropped out of
the market bringing desolation through out the Hebrides. In
Muck as elsewhere many emigrated to Nova Scotia.By 1861 the
population had fallen to 58 and by 1961 it was 29.So far, it
was a microcosm of the history of the Western Isles- but there
the similarity ceases. Its 1500 acres are farmed actively and
they are doing their best to fight against the odds of climate
and distance and keep the economically active there.

But we could not muse for ever and had to get back to Eigg
before the threatened Force 8 arrived so soon we were back
down at the bay , past the bustle of sheep shearing at the
farm and setting off in a light wind past a couple of red
throated divers and heading north. The 5.50 shippng forecast
confirmed the continuing threat but there was no immediate
sign of it as we gently spinnakered back to Eigg.We are still
amazed by those who suggest that the spinny is a luxury for
cruising- we regard it as an invaluable addition to the
armoury- especially in light weather when the difference
between lknot and three can make all the difference in getting
anywhere before the tide turns or night falls; tonight however
even the spinny could not help us on the last mile or so as we
rowed back through the drizzle to our campsite arriving at
about 8 o'clock.

EIGG

We brewed up and cooked in the games hut and listened to the
10 o'clock forecast promising that it would be wet and
windy,so we put the boats twenty yards or so out in the bay on
stern anchors and went to sleep with the wind rising, and glad
to be on terra firma.Peter was asleep when, after what seemed
like hours later, Bill hissed through the tent door that the
wind had changed and we had better look to our boats. It was
as well that he did so,because the wind had swung round to
the south east and Petra's stern anchor ( a mere 6 pounder)
had dragged on the sandy bottom and she was lying sideways on
the beach with the retreating tide pounding her.We dragged her
up to above where we thought the high water mark was and
checked that Spindrift's anchor ( or rather her bucket filled
with stones) seemed to be holding and dived thankfully back
into the warmth of our sleeping bags, beside our somnolent
crews undisturbed by the wind and the rain shaking the tents.

Next morning( Thursday 23rd July) we woke after a wild night(
meteorologically speaking) to find that we had
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problems.Spindrift's stern bucket had not held and she had
washed sufficiently far in for the tide just short of high
water to break over her stern as she lay grounded- so she lay
there - a sorry sight full of murky brown sandy water and
seaweed and quite unmoveable. As the tide was still rising we
had no hope of baling her out with waves breaking over her
stern. So we just had to wait- watching her being pounded-
until the tide turned and we could get at her.We took out the
sails and spars and anything moveable and retreated back from
the storm into our tents and the 1 55 weather forecast- which
gave us little encouragement that the w1nd and rain would stop
this side of Christmas.

Then however our masochistic tendencies reasserted themselves
and we decided to go on a sight seeing walk of the island-
albeit in wetsuits-and give an opportunity to some fond
parents to phone home and make sure that their young were
striking the right balance between missing them and treating
parental absence as an heaven sent opportunity to do all the
things they had always wanted to do but couldn't because Mum
and Dad were either at home or might come home soon.We plodded
up the the bleak road which leads oer the hill to the north-
remarking that the school and post office had been placed
right in the middle of the moor equidistant from the pier and
the village of Cleadale and convenient to neither- as indeed
was the small wooden hut about the size of a garden shed and
labelled `Strathclyde Fire brigade".An hours brisk head down
walk brought us to the Bealach (pass) of Clithe where the
little narrow road plunges steeply down to the bay of Laig and
the cluster of houses which strings out for a mile or so to
the North. All seemed dank and desolate.Not a sign of life -in
any of the houses, rain cascading over the cliffs and down the
road and what should have been a marvellous view over the bay
to Rhum marked only the greyness of the almost
indistinguishable sea and sky.

We plodded on past unkempt fields with almost every one
harbouring a rusty example of early 20th century , and
possibly 19th century, agricultural machinery and thought
about the rise and fall of Eigg- admittedly wit,h our
perspective distorted by the truly appalling weather.Eigg
seemed all too typical of the problems of the Western Isles-
and Muck the honourable exception.
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Eigg had had a population of 400 at the beginnng of the 19th
century and according to its Minister in the first Statistical
account in 1796 " the people are neither expensive or
luxurious and live chiefly on herrings and potatoes."'

Since then it had suffered the common vicissitudes of islands-
changing hands and losing population until in the 1370s it had
been bought by Keith Schellenberg, a larger than life figure
who had bob sleighed for Britain, raced Bentleys and had a
penchant for expensive hobbies like islands and women.But his
latest marriage had broken up and he was running out of money
and the island needs lots poured into it.Recently he had had
an expensive divorce case in the Court of Sesssion and he and
his wife had had to put the island on the market to raise
enough money for him to buy her out- but the bottom had
dropped out of the island market in the last Thatcher years
and there seemed no one who wanted to buy an island of 5500
acres with 75 inhabitants and wanting milllions spent on it .
So he had had to buy his wife's share and revert to even more
undercapitalisd ownership. It all seemed a far cry from the
enthusiasm of his first years there - when holiday makers and
locals were bullied into exuberant hocky matches on the turf
where we were camping or on the mile long "Whispering Sands"
of Laig Bay to which we now descended.

Today however their whispering was pretty subdued and all we
heard was the squelch of our boots filling with water running
off our wet suits as we turned south West along the beach
towards Laig farm at its southern end.In calm weather it would
be a pleasant place to camp- although one would want to make
sure that one arrived on high water to minimise effort pulling
the boat up the very flat beach.

At the farm- also looking semi derelict, although obviously
lived in, we picked up an ancient track which led us up the
escarpment ( by a route slightly south of that marked on the
OS map) A.nd through a narrow cutting at the top, barely wide
enough for two thin sheep to pass) so that we could rejoin the
main " road back to our camp.

Exercised after our seven mile plod we devoted a couple of
hours to bailing out Spindrift -and, much more difficult,
getting out all the sand and mountains of sea weed which had
accumulated in all the ungettable- at parts of the boat.
Meanwhile the wind and rain went incessantly on- and even to
us, inured as we thought to West Highland weather, it seemed
remarkably un summery. On return home we were almost relieved
to find that the wettest day in Scotland and the wettest
place was 23rd July on Rhum when 44 mm fell- and we were sure
it was just as bad on Eigg only a few miles to the East, but
no one had been switched on enough to record the rainfall! So
we were glad of the shelter of the games hut as we cooked and
read in the evening. The shipping forecast suggested that we
would get more wind and rain for the next few days,but that "
summer will return next week".So with hope deferred springing
eternal we tucked up in our tents- glad not to be swinging at
anchor.
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Next day Bill and Coby were up early finishing the cleaning up
of Spindrift in dry grey weather. The morning forecast had
promised F4-5 and perhaps 6, which proved to be reasonably
accurate over the day as a whole.After a farewell heavy shower
of rain which had us retreating to the seductiva charms of the
games hut we set off at about 11 30 in a moderate southerly.We
ran up the inhospitable east coast with the wind strengthening
behind us and erratic gusts whipping over the cliffs on to us,
so decided to reef before we left the shelter of the north
end and headed for Rhum. We wore ship a couple of times rather
than gybing in the tricky following sea and then had a not
unpleasant broad reach across the 7 or 8 miles of the Sound of
Rhum to make our landfall in Loch Scresort.The wind had
dropped a little on route so we had shaken out our reefs- on
the principle that the more practice we got the better. We
almost regretted that however as we came into Loch Scresort,
keeping, as suggestd by the sailing directions to the Southern
side of the Loch entrance, because as we came to the entrance
we were hit by searing westerly squalls which had us hanging
out by our eyelashes.We tacked almost to the head of the
narrow loch- past half a dozen large British Dutch and French
yachts anchored there and found a perfect little sandy beach
immediately to the left ( east) of the pier where we tucked in
and landed.there is just enough room to pull a couple of boats
up here , in all but the highest tides, and it would be much
the best place in Loch Scresort, which is generally rock bound
and uninviting.

We lunched ashore, availing ourselves of the Nature
Conservancy loos, and established from the crew of one of the
yachts trat the forecast was unchanged - so they were sitting
tight. It was indeed remarkable that such had been the weather
since we set off that we had hardly seen any yachts at all at
sea. A quick phone call home and discovery that the shop had
run out of everything ( probably because of the number of
yachts which had been storm bound there this summer already!)
and we were off again towards the Island of Canna.

We reefed again , although the weather in the loch seemed
calm again and set off on the 15 mile trip.The wind was brisk
south westerly so we were glad of the reef.We skirted the
shore keeping an eye out for future reference for possible
canoe or dinghy landing places. In fact the map is deceptive (
ie wrong) in marking some of the beaches as sandy- not until
the beach at the North tip of the island called Samhnan Insir
did we see one where it would be feasible to pull up a dinghy.
The one or two before that,marked as being sandy, are in fact
small stones and shingle and very steep- so those who follow
in our wake should pass them by.

SAMHNAN INSIR

By contrast Samhnan Insir was superb-a lovely sandy beach
facing NNr and sheltered by high headlands on either side and
behind, so we decided to go in. There is a known rock -
Paterson'rock- on the eastern approach to the beach, so we
went wide and came up the middle, pulling the boats up just
below the sandstone ruin of an old croft. It was a lovely
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spot- with a burn at each side of the beach giving ample
drinking water and lots of nice turf and sand dunes to camp
in.A few deer were grazing on the turf behind the cottage as
we came in, but seemed quite unconcerned.Only once we landed
did we see the small Nature Conservancy notice saying ` DEER
RESEARCH- NO LANDING" or words to that ef,ect.The wind was
getting up and we decided we were mariners in need of shelter
and could ignore the notice and camp there.

As we were setting up camp a yacht stopped in the bay and the
owner and small daughter Helen came ashore to take photos and
chat, as we listened to the 5 50 forecast.Again we were
threatened with a South Westerly backing Southerly, Force 6 or-
7 and possibly 8 later, so as Sarah prophetically remark d in
her log we may be here some time"- because the crossiri of
the sound of Canna is particularily exposed to the South West
and big seas build up quickly.We chatted to the yachtsman- one
Morgan, the editor of a local newspaper the "Forres Gazette"
who, Scotland being the small parish it is, knew Peter's
brother, and he told us of mayhem in Canna Harbour the night
before last ( when our boats had dragged their stern
anchors).There had been about a dozen boats in the harbour
sheltering and as the storm had reached force 8 a couple had
dragged their anchors right though the fleet. Fortunately no
harm had been done, but given the forecast he was retreating
to Loch Scresort for more shelter- and with the hope that he
might be able to exercise his wife and two small children
ashore, as they had been cooped up for the last three days.

We said our farewells and watched as , in the words of the
Ballad of Sir Patrick Spens, `the lift ( ie sky) grew dark and
gurly grew the sea". In the evening gloom we saw a bulk tanker
the Yeoman Bank go past loaded down with stone from the
Glensanda quarry near Lismore and probably heading for some
stonefree area like Denmark-little knowing that Petra would
see her again in ten days time as she was taking on board
another load at her home port/quarry.

We woke on Saturday to find the wind whistling round us and
the sea really "gurly" and black. The forecast was still in
terms of 5/6 and occasionally 7 or S so we decided to sit
tight for a bit, and we did- all day.With the benefit of
hindsight we may have made a mistake in not moving on then,
but the forecast earlier in the week had suggested that summer
would return and we reasoned that we might as well do nothing
on our idyllic sheltered beach as on Canna. So we walked in
the wind and lay on the cliff tops and watched the seals and
the birds and the deer, and generally relaxed in the knowledge
that we were well equipped, had food for another two weeks or
more and had two more weeks of holiday too.

In fact we got to know the beach and its surr-oundings rather
well as we were stuck there for three more days by continuous
high winds and rain, with forecasts still threatening a Force
8, though we did not think the weather where we were ever got
much beyond a Force 6. But it always looked ominous, and even
in the odd sunny spells the sea looked threatening with the
endless parade of white horses galloping to the east across
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the mouth of the bay.We roamed round our bay and watched all
kinds of birds-gannets in family parties on fishing trips from
their gannetries in St Kilda and Sule Skerry,shearwaters out
from their enormous colony of burrows 2000 feet up on the side
of the mountain called Hallival lying to the south of Loch
Scresort and the usual collection of black guillemots,skuas
puffins shags ringed plovers and gulls of all sorts.The deer
too were interesting and not disturbd by us as they came down
to graze on the parks round the ruin.All had coloured ear tags
and some had collars on as well- probably with small
transmitters built in to aid location by the deer research
project.

On the Monday morning- ie the third day- we suddenly saw a
human approaching. Underneath the large pack and all
enveloping anorak it declared itself to be one of the
Scottish Natural Heritage ( ie the successor to the Nature
conservancy) wardens. She asked with what appeared to be a
weary note of resignation why were camping there in the shadow
of the "No Landing" notice and we explained that we were
stormbound and she did not press the point.Shortly after we
were joined by three or four more- including the new Reserve
manager-who seemed at first to be less sympathetic.So Peter,
who had worked on the island as a student ghillie in 1959 and
1960 and also knew the Director of SNH dropped every name he
could and they left believing us to be responsible people
acting in good faith, which we were. On our return to
Edinburgh Peter followed up with SNH querying the need to have
notices at all given the very few people who would ever pass
that way and the unlikelihood of them doing any damage to the
deer. But he did not get very far- a civil letter saying that
they would look again at the access restrictions in due course
but the project ( studying the deer population on the north
end of the island) was a very valuable one and had been going
ffor thirty years, but not answering the point about the
restrictions on access being inconsistent with the spirit in
which SNH was set up, and the desire to get away from the
elitist exclusive attitudes of Conservany scientists.

We learned a bit talking to the wardens- they were still, as
in Peter,s time there .culling about 200 stages a year out of
a total deer populat on on the island of about 1500.No sea
eagles are now in residence on the island- where they were
introduced some years ago- but a number hve bred successfully
elswhere on the west coast ( on our trip round Mull in 198} we
believed that we saw one over the Treshnish Islands, some 30
miles to the south). The island still had a population of
around 20- all employed on SNH business, or dependants of
employees.Kinloch Castle was the base for a small hostel and
earlier attempts to establish a country hotel there had
failed.One dreads to think what the island costs SNH to run
every year.

These thoughts prompted rather depressing thoughts about the
history of the island and its future.In the late 18th century,
the First Statistical account had recorded 440 inhabitants
By the mid 19th century the clearances had taken their toll
and the population had fallen to 70 when it was acquired as a
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sporting estate by the Bullough family who kept it until 1957
when it was sold to the Nature Conservancy.The Bulloughs did
things in style.

Now it is neither a sporting estate nor an economically active
unit- just a large island given over to scientists and
visiting hill walkers and yachtsmen.And all that remains of
the Bulloughs is in the stark Classical mausoleum on the
raised beach at Harris, and the decayed grandeur of the
castle, now a white elephant of the most expensive kind,which
no doubt the architectural conservationists will want to see
preserved at whatever the cost ( providing not at theirs) as a
fine example of a late Victorian shooting lodge, on the grand
scale.

On Tuesday 28th July our patience was wearing thin- we had
been on holiday for more than a week and had had only three
days sailing and we were still waiting for the weather window
we needed to cross the Minch. The inshore forecast showed no
sign of the promised return of summer though the forecast had
eased from 8 to 7, and we went back to sleep assuming that we
were stuck for another day. However Bill woke us at 8 and said
that the wind and sea seemed to be dropping- even in the Sound
ot Canna, which he had walked to the point to inspect.So we
decided to take our chances and set off for Canna- believing
that we could make the couple of hours crossing before the
wind increased again and that if we were to be stormbound
again, it would be better to have a change of scenery and a
new island.

The disadvantage was that it was nearly dead low water so we
had a long roll down the beach- helped by the Mackay toggle,
the revolutionary device which had been designed and
manufactured on Eigg and allowed a good hard pull despite the
fore and aft hand hold slots at the stern of the Mark 2.
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To CANNA-(AND BEYOND?)

With one reef in, but half expecting to put in another we
left on the west side of the bay- leaving Paterson,s rock
exposed to starboard and had a straightforward port tack fetch
in a very manageable Force 4 to arrive at the entrance to the
harbour an hour and a quarter after leaving our beach.Sarah
and Cobi had done their homework and had noticed in the corner
of an aerial photo in Lawrence that there seemed to be a small
sandy beach just south of the castle and we landed there with
no trouble and no sign of any dangers.( GR 278 055).

It was sheltered to all but the east by 50 foot cliffs,
although there was no obvious level ground for camping by the
black sand beach. We quickly reconnoitred round the semi
derelict farm buildings just above the beach where there was
some suitable land but we decided we would rather be by the
beach and nearer the boats. So we squeezed both tents onto the
tiny grassy strip between a wood and the beach and made
ourselves comfortable. All that was lacking was water- though
of course we had as usual both filled our 2 gallon bottles
before leaving Rhum, so there was no immediate problem.

After lunch in the drizzle we set the boats out in the bay on
a stern anchor and set off to explore Canna.

Since 1938 it had belong to a well known Gaelic scholar-John
Lorne Campbell- and his American wife( also a distinguished
Gaelic scholar) who had done their best to keep it
as a going concern by farming and making the most of the good

grazing both on Canna and the adjacent island of Sanday. There
were one or two farm buildings and every sign of cultivation
1in the sheltered fields surrounded by woods,which lay just
behind the beach on which we had landed. But Mr Campbell and
his wife are now into their 90s and some years ago they gave
the island to the National Trust for Scotland.Since then
things seem to have gone wrong all the time- the Trust and the
Campbells have fallen out, farm workers have been sacked and
evicted and there are only 11 people left on the Island which
in the 1960s had 24 inhabitants and in the 18th century had
after a fashion,more than 300.As we walked we heard the

sounds of pile drivers working to build the new pier which the
Scottish Office were grant aiding to the tune of a £m or so,
no doubt to help the Trust attr-act visitors to the island.
What a pity it could not have been done sooner to help keep
people on it. Meanwhile, during construction work the
Lochmhor- the Caledonian MacBrayne steamer from Mallaig has to
lie off shore, as she does at Rhum and Eigg, and transfer
cargo into tenders.The pier itself is rickety but the rocks
behind it are a fine example of West Highland graffitti
artists work, with the names of countless fishing boats and
yachts painted by their crews, no doubt when, like us they
were waiting for the weather to improve.

We strolled round the Bay admiring the sheltered harbour which
now contained a few yachts but which in other more prosperous
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times for the fishing industry had been an invaluable staging
post for fishing boats from the mainland wanting shelter
before fishing the Minch. The Post Office proved to be a small
garden shed in the lee of a traditional phone box- so
traditional that it still contained a working Button A and B
machine, which we duly photographed for posterity and our as
yet non existent grandchildren.Then we had a pleasant stroll
along the good track on the south of the island to Tarbert (
the gaelic word meaning an isthmus) at the waist of the island
between its north and south coasts.Here we swung north and
then came back through the boggy middle of the island over the
highest point (Carn a Ghail 210 metres) and onto Compass Hill
which dominates the north east corner of the island and the
approach from the east.Its name is a little misleading

because in fact it is magnetic and compasses are badly
affected near it.Ours was out by 30 degrees. From here we had
a magnificent view down the northern cliffs- watching the
fulmars skimming below us- and to the south a bird's eye view
of our little harbour, with the boats lying obediently to
anchor, tucked round the point from the more exposed main
harbour which now had 11 yachts in it.Then a pleasant
direttissima descent tok us back to the comfort of the tents-
and yet another 5-7 forecast for tomorrow.

We felt pleased that we had taken our chance to get across in
the relative lull, so that even if we were storm bound
tomorrow we still had plenty to explore on the island.But our
chances of getting to the Outer Hebrides seemed to have all
but disappeared as Bill and Coby had to be back to work on
Monday of next week and it was now Tuesday. Still, if the
weather improved we might be able to cross and they could
leave Spindrift there and come back by ferry.

We awoke to a damp grey day with the Rhum tops still covered
in cloud but it did not seem to be too windy in the sound so
we decided to circumnavigate the island anticlockwise.After a
slow start in the lee of the cliffs we faced an increasing
westerly wind as we skirted the north shore- with not a sign
of a landing place and increasingly glad of our single
reef.A map in the Post office had suggested that there might
be possible landing place on sand at the north west corner (
at GR 216 060 ) but this proved not to be the case- the beach
was guarded by lines of rock which it would have been fool
hardy to have approached in all but a flat calm.As we rounded
the west of the island we came into increasingly big seas and
breaking waves and Sarah smashed her face quite badly on the
front of the cockpit while bending down to get some food from
the spinny bag. We wondered whether it was wise to go on, but
as the wind did not seem to be above Force 5 we hoped that
once we rounded the island and had the swell on the beam
rather than the bow we would make better and less arduous
progress, without the juddering stop and start of punching
* nto the heavy seas. And so it proved- we gave the island a
wide berth ( some rocks were obvious and we thought that
others might not be) and passed half way between it and the
rock called Humla which sticks up 30 or 40 feet some 3

miles to the south.
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We then had an exhilarating reach, turning to a run, back
along the south coast of Canna and Sanday to our beach,
having covered the 18 miles or so of the circumnavigation in a
fraction over 3hours. The shipping forecast at 1.55 gave no
grounds for optimism but at least the sun came out and we had
a long walk around the adjacent island of Sanday- crossing to
it by a little footbridge at its north west end. Just to the
west of here we came across a delightful sandy beach which
would be a lovely Wayfarer camp site in most states of wind
and tide, although without an obvious water supply.It would
probably seem intimidating approaching from the south or west
in strong winds and heavy seas because it is guarded by a
number of skerries- but there does seem to be room to
manoeuvre and it would be a delightful spot in good weather,
although always a place to beach rather than anchor. (GR 266
048).Then on to the highest point (all of 59 metres) and round
by the massive disused Catholic church (in the 18th century
all but four families on the island were Catholic) which
dominates the south side of the harbour and views on the
approaches from the east. From here we could look across the
yachts in the harbour (still 11) to the little Celtic church
on Canna with its small round tower with an internal diameter
of about three feet and its pointed top which Sarah had climbd
up at the beginning of our walk.We skirted the bay back to the
bridge past a number of small cottages in various states of
repair and disrepair and past the trim little school with its
playground of fishing nets and buoys and back to camp at 7,
having confirmed that the forecast was still in the force 5-7
range.

We later learned that the school had just lost its last 2
pupils with the eviction by the Trust from the island of its
farmworker and family and this again prompted thoughts about
the future of the Small Isles, and their past.

In the 1961 census Canna had a population of 24 .When Pennant
visited the island in 1772 he recorded that there were then
about 220 people,but they were suffering from starvation
because of a crop failure the previous year, and their
tendency to sell such cattle as they had to passing ships (
many from the Baltic) so that they could earn cash. Such was
their poverty that they had were unable to equip fishing boats
to take advantage of the teeming waters of the Minch.Moreover
the factor (ie the estate owners' resident representative) had
tried to ban the keeping of sheep- thus, as Pennant said
depriving the inhabitants of clothing as well as of food.But
despite these problems there was little sickness, and if there
was the inhabitants needed do no more than "drink whey and lie
still". He also observed that "matrimony is held in such
esteem here that an old maid or old batchelor is scarcely
known---youths marry at 20 and the lasses at 17-----the fair
sex are used with more tenderness than common and are employed
only in domestic affairs and never forced to labour in the
fields" ` not to mention boats!). By 1796 the population had
risen to over 300 and emigration was inevitable, as thefttaple
diet of herring and potatoes could not support the population,
where by then their greatest luxuries were recorded as being
among the more opulent, a dish of tea and a dram of whisky".
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The population since then has been on a steady downhill slide-
by 1881 it had fallen to 50.

The Minister in 1796 noted that the air is generally moist and
the weather rainyy----it is remarked by the inhabitants that
the seasons are becoming still more and more rainy ! So not
much has changed in the last two hundred years.

The brutal truth has to be that the chances of self sustalning
economic activity on most of the islands must be remote with
heavy dependence on tourism- and even that must be highly
seasonal and of limited appeal, given the popular obsession
with sun and warmth- which we increasingly were beginning to
share.

The forecast seemed much the same as ever as we settled in our
tents for the evening ( having met one of the crew of the
yachts in the harbour who introduced himself as Mr Morton
owner of W404 from Stockport, who was on a skippered chartered
cruise) and we recognised the inevitable and decided that we
had to abandon our plans to get to the Western Isles for this
holiday.

Thursday 30th July started with the forecast offering a range
between Forces 4 to 7 but looked reasonably hopeful and after
one false start when Spindrifts jib halliard jammed inside the
mast and had to be cleared by keyhole surgery through the
spinnaker uphaul block socket,we set off at about 11 45. We
had hoped to return to Eigg by the west coast of Rhum but once
we had poked our bows into the sound beyond Sanday we decided
regretfully that we would be wiser not to tempt providence on
that very exposed coast on a rising south westerly with a long
fetch and a reputation for heavy seas. So discretion prevailed
and we set a course to retrace our wake round the North end of
Rhum to Loch Scresort with a strong south westerly up our
sterns ensuring an almost continuous plane for the couple of
hours it took us for the 12 miles or so to the south side of
Loch Scresort.It was a lovely sail- with the boats rarely more
than a few feet apart as we took it in turns to ride on each
other's quarter wave, each trying unsuccessfully to pass the
other in what was nominally a cruise in company but was often
an extended race.

A mile or so south of the Loch we ran into Bagh na Uamha (Bay
of the Cave) which Peter remembered from 30 years ago as
having a lovely sandy beach and a good place for lunch.And so
it proved to be, but considerable care was necessary taking
the boats in as the beach is guarded by a series of emerging
horizontal strata of sandstone which look innocent when awash
but would be very capable of holing a boat. The beach is in a
lovely situation with a backdrop to the south west of the main
Rhum ridge and the hills of Hallival and Askivall.Most of the
prominent mountains on Rhum have Scandinavian names (usually
with the the suffix Val, which is from Fjell, or Fell, the
Norse name for a hill) presumably because they were prominent
landmarks from the sea and were named during the period to the
13th century when the Isles were under Viking rule from the
Isle of Man . Most of the other topographical names are of
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gaelic origin, although one or two of the glens still have
the suffix `dil ( as in dale )- eg Dibidil, Papadil and
Guiridil.

The map also marks a number of old settlemt ruins round the
bay, but we did not see much sign of these- except for a
lovely old cross carved on a monolith like a large milestone
just where the main burn came tumbling down onto the beach.
The cross is not recorded in the pre war inventory for- the
Small Isles of the Royal Commission on Ancient Monuments.The
beach is watched over by a large cave on the raised beach just
to the north, with magnificent views out to Eigg, and towards
the Hallival and Askival ridge. This is one of the finest in
Scotland and second only to the Cuillin Ridge in the Islands,
although not much more than 2000feet.Petra's crew had had some
good climbing days on it- and the direct line, which is
avoidable, requires a rope on the north ridge of Askival.

Hallival is remarkable as having the largest British breeding
colonies of Manx Shearwaters- More than 150 thousand nest
in burrows at about the 2000foot contour.They feed at sea
during the day and return to feed their young in burrows at
night. Large flocks of them are often seen in rafts in the
late afternoon waiting to return to the nests.Peter had ringed
some years ago- a memorable experience as they crowed cackled
and squawked and the ground vibrated as they came into
land.The birds were blinded by torchlight and caught by hand
and ringed- and the scent, or rather,smell, of the
regurgitated plankton remained for ever in the clothes.The
young have to make their own way to the sea down 2000ft and
two miles of moorland, but seem to manage, in the absence
from the island of the fox.Thousands have been ringed but
there have been relatively few recoveries.These suggest that
the birds feed on a 200km radius from the colony and they
winter in the South Atlantic.The most distant recovery was in
Argentina-lOOOOkms and only eight weeks from the ringing site.

We set off at about 4pm heading for our camp site on Eigg.We
had hoped to hug the coast of Rhum as far as Glen Dibidil on
the south east corner- if only because we knew the scenery was
very grand and Sarah wanted to see the bothy at Dibidil, which
she had visited some years ago and which is now under the care
of the Mountain Bothies Association- that admirable body which
restores and maintains unlocked shelters across the Highlands
and also has the bothy at Guiridil on the west of the island
ovrlooking Canna. But the wind dropped and the boats became
separated as we lay in the lee of the clifs of Welshman's
rocks, we decided to make straight for the south west cliffs
of Eigg some 8 miles away. By the time we got to Dubh Sgeir
the wind was very light and we ran along the coast under
spinnaker, ghosting along as we had done a week or so before
on our return along the same coast from Muck.

Just as we were listening to the 5 50 shipping forecast and
gybing the spinnaker a dark fin came skimming alongside Petra-
and Sarah with great presence of mind completed the gybe and
still had time to take a couple of photos of what we were sure
was a basking shark. The dorsal fin was scaly and about 2feet
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across at the base, and we glimpsed eyes as it passed a few
feet behind us. The Small Isles and the Minch are a well known
area to see the sharks, and of course it was from the island
of Soay, just south of skye, that Gavin Maxwell and Tex Geddes
had had their failed shark fishing enterprise just after the
war, so readably recounted in Maxwell's book -Harpoon at a
Venture`.

After the excitement of the shark the wind dropped completely
and the rain came as we rowed through the Kyle past the pier
to our former campsite and reclaimed the beach and the luxury
of the games hut- arriving on high tide at 7 30 which saved us
from having to drag the boats up the beach.

Soon after we were joined in our little bay by a craft which
defied categorisation.It was aout fifteen foot long and had a
gunter rig and boom tent and its occupants drove it up onto
the beach and squatted there in among the sea weed and across
the line of the waves. Eventually they emerged and came to
talk. Initially we wondered if they were mad-a couple in their
late thirties/early forties, she, despite the cold, still in
very short shorts and bare feet and he in an all embracing dry
suit.They expressed interest in our trip from Canna, though
they did not know where that was, although they d-id say that
they had bought a map in Oban and had come from Muck.They had
come from beyond Arnamurchan that day- so that made us think a
little!,Then they said that they had learned to sail with the
YHA in Essex in Mirrors and had designed and built their boat
from first principles, modelled on the Mirror- with a gunter
rig, small open cockpit and a heavy metal centre plate. So we
thought that there must be more to them than appearances
suggested, although it seemed more than a little perverse to
us to spend time and effort designing and building a one off
cruising dinghy when the Wayfarer was such a good and
generally available boat.

Friday 31st July began with lovely views to the mainland to
the east and a forecast which promised rain later. So we
decided to make the best of the clear visibility and climb the
Sgurr of Eigg and spend the day on the island- in the
knowledge that Bill and Coby would have to be back on the,
mainland by Sunday night.

We followed the road going NNW from the pier and then branched
off on the track which took us to the farm at GR 476841,where
we picked up the contouring track running to the west along
the south of the island. Very shortly after the farm we
noticed a small cairn and a smaller rough path branching up
the hill on a WNW line heading to the right of the Sgurr.this
took us by an easy contouring track along the north side of
the ridge until we came to a point below where there was a
dip in the summit ridge with a steep little scramble leading
to the saddle. From here it was an easy walk east back along
the rocky summit ridge to the summit cairn.From here we had a
magnificent view all round- and for the first time on the
holiday we saw the Cuillin mountains on Skye without a cloud
on them. 1200 feet below us we could see the MV Lochmor leaving
the Eigg harbour, and to the south we had an almost bird's eye
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view of Muck and, faintly in the distance,Coll beyond.It was
reassuring to find that from above the islands had more than
a passing resemblance to the shapes shown on the map.It was a
really satisfying hill- with an approach and summit view which
many hills three times its size would have given lODOfeet for-
so much for the cult of the Munro!

From the top,Bill and Coby set off North West tc the Post
Office and telephone by the school in the middle of nowhere on
the road leading to the north of the island, while Peter and
Sarah turned south from the saddle on the ridge and picked
their way cautiously down the very steep hillside, below
wonderful basaltic columns until they came to the little
cottage at GR457842. From here it was a pleasant stroll back
along the track to the pier.On route, seeing divers and a
peregrine, we diverted down to the coast to see the famous
caves which were the scene of one the great Highland horror
stories.

In 1577 some Macleods, some say from Harris and others from
Skye, arrived on Eigg and took advantage of some of the local
Macdonald ladies.On some accounts they were then captured and
set adrift on the Minch, whilst in others they were castrated
and set home. Whatever the story, there is agreement on the
consequences; the Macleods sailed from Skye to take their
revenge on Eigg. The inhabitants fled to the safety of the
cave and were not at first discovered. Then, just as the
MacLeods were setting sail to return empty handed they spotted
an incautious MacDonald scout and traced his footsteps in the
snow back to the cave.Here they lit bonfires at the entrance
and killed all the occupants by suffocation-400 men women ane
children dying compared with 38 killed ( and another 75 dying
of exposure on the flight from the glen) in the much better
known Massacre of Glencoe 100 years later.Perhaps what gave
the latter its horror was that it was carried out on the
orders of the Government of the day on villagers who had given
Government forces hospitality.

The caves are not easy to find from above and are a little to
the west of where they are marked on the Ordnance survey
map.The Massacre took place in the Cave of Francv> (Uamh
Fraing)- which has a small narrow entrance.To the west of that
is the much larger Uamh Chrabhuidh ( cave of Devotion) in
which the Roman Catholic inhabitants worshipped during the
Reformation.The spot is well worth a visit-but go at low
water.

From here it was an easy stroll back to the pier where we met
Bill and Coby- who stood Petra tea and cakes at Betty
Macphails Handmade Shop while we listened to the 1 55 shipping
forecast.Here we met an elderly couple who had their motor
sailer in the anchorage and annually came north on a three
month cruise- stocked with gin and 300 novels! The forecast
suggested that the wind would back to the South East and might
r rise to force 6, so they decided that they ought to leave for
a more sheltered anchorage.

The afternoon was spent relaxing - enlivened only by the





arrival of a Puffer called the Glen Easdail from Stornowa-,
which came into the pier at full speed, ran aground refloated
with much cursing and swearing and disappeared at high speed
back towards Mallaig- apparently neither loading or unloading
cargo, passengers or crew.Perhaps they had to get back to
Mallaig for the pubs to open. In the evening Essex man and
crew ( John and Jo ) joined us for a chat in our hut as the
wind whistled round us. We soon realised that despite their
slightly unwordly air they had done a lot of major trips in
their strange looking boat, which they had never got round to
naming.

They had crossed the Channel a number of times and had sailed
to Guernsey- without lights, radar reflector, or we suspect,
life jackets. John was the holder of three ( he thought )
University degrees and now made artifical bones at the Royal
Orthopaedic Hospital.This was their first venture into
Scottish waters and they had started at Loch Creran and were
now heading north on the run as much as possible, guided by
hope and the occasional chart and map.So if any Wayfarers see
a small green gunter rigged boat with an open cockpit , a
metal plate, and a boom tent don't, as we did , underestimate
its crew!

to ARDNAMURCHAN

Saturday 1st August marked the parting of the ways.Spindrift
was bound for Kentra Bay at the east end of the Ardnamurchan
peninsular and then to finish back at Arisaig, while Petra,
with another week in hand decided to look for sun in the south
and head to Ardnamurchan Point.So on a cold grey day with the
mainland invisible in the gloom we set off together for the
first mile or two- with Essex man and his boat following us
for a bit and expressing surprise that we were heaading south
for what promised to be a long beat rather than lying back and
enjoying a run to the north.Big seas off Eilan a Chathastail (
Castle Island) seemed to give us a warning of what might be
ahead but the wind was no more than a force 4.Soon after we
parted as Spindrift headed East and Petra set off on a
magnetic bearing of 172 towards the invisible sandy bay on
Ardamurchan near Kilmory ( gr 524 706) where we thought we
might find shelter and a camp site.We felt remarkably lonely
in the strengthening wind , for a short time out of sight of
Eigg and Ardnamurchan, but gradually the peninsular emerged
through the gloom and we decided to head for Ardnamurchan
*itself on a bearing of 217.As we approached the shore we past
20 feet from a minke whale- which gave us a welcoming roll
and disappeared before we could photograph it. We were
slightly apprehensive about roundirng Ardnamurchan on our own
and spotted a red sailed large keel boat which we thought we
might keep close to - but we sailed away from it and realised
that the sea was down and the wind was tolerable and there was
no reason why we should not try to round it.The sailing
directions are not too intimidating, and Lawrence remarks that
it has none of the hazards associated with say, Portland Bill
or Land's End, but he does warn that beating into a South
Westerly , as we were doing, can be very unpleasant and it is
best to keep about two miles off the point. However with a
single reef and the storm jib we seemed to be making good
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progress and the seas were calming, so in the end we kept
close in and sailed past the point only about 400 yards
offshore-gazing up at the lighthouse, designed by Alan
Stevenson of the famous light house building family and first
lit in 1849.It had taken us almost exactly two hours to do
about 14 miles.

We beat on south, intending to give the point a wide berth and
then head east and spend the night in Loch Sunart, as a
preliminary to heading down the Sound of Mull for the last few
days of the holiday.But conditions were now quite tolerable,
albeit grey and cold, and it seemed like defeat to retreat
from the open sea and go back to well known territory when we
still had time in hand. So the Mate suggested that far from
heading inland we should head out to sea towards Col], which
we could just make out in the gloom 8 to 10 miles to the
west.The Mate's mate could not find any good reason why we
should not, so off we set on a dead beat into big rolling
seas, still reefed.

COLL

We made reasonable progress and were off the Cairns of Coll,
as the rocks to the north of the island are called,in a couple
of hours.8y flow it was 5pm and grey, but the coast looked
pretty inhospitable so we made the first real mistake of the
holiday.We forgot to check the tides and had not noted the
reference to the strong running north going tide on the
Springs flood, so decided to beat on south for the 8 miles or
so to the metropolis of Arinagour. It took us an hour or so to
realise that we were making remarkably poor progress, and when
we did stubborness prevented us turning back.So it was a very
cold and chastened crew who found themselves looking for a
landing point some three hours later off the entrance to Loch
Eatharna three hours later-having taken in all about four
hours to do 8 miles from the Cairns of Coll.And our troubles
were not over.

The Ordnance Survey map had suggested that there was a nice
sandy beach in Caolas an Eilan ( the channel of the island)
to the north of Eilan Ornsay- but there wasn't, or at least we
could not find it in the half dark.So we flapped about like
demented chickens looking for a place to beach the boat in
that litle bay, but rocks were everywhere and there was no
obvious place to land or even anchor,At the last moment we
saw some saltings on Ornsay itself( at GR 223 556) and as it
was almost exactly high water we ran Petra right up onto the
grass, and collapsed in a soggy heap onto the land. We were
now so hungry, and had eaten virtually nothing since leaving
Eigg nine hours before because of the hard going, that we had
little energy other than to retreat into our tent, and hope
that we had judged the tide right and it really was falling
(we had vivid memories of having made a mistake in a similar
]situation in Alaska and having to bail out of the tent and

retreat from the tide in the dark ,and the wind and rain).

This time however we got it right and slept the sleep of the
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exhausted, having covered some 35- 40 miles over the water and
25 miles as the crow flies since we had left Eigg.But the
frailty was human- Petra had been superb in big rolling seas
and steady beating into a F4-5 for most of the time.

We woke to the sound of strong wind and breaking waves but a
suspicion of sunlight through the tent. We were snug and
breakfasted waiting for the rising tide to lift Petra off her
grassy berth.Then under jib we decided to cut through the
channel between Col0 and Ornsay (known locally as the Suez
Canal) and visit Arinagour on this Sabbath morning.

We skirted the newly completed Ro Ro pier and sailed up the
Loch to the little stone pier , past the visitors moorings
laid by the now defunct Highlands and Islands Development
Board- where only one yacht was lying.We made fast at the pier
and were greeted by a native with an invitation to breakfast!
We regretfully refused, still being full of our morning
porridge,and walked up the main (and indeed only) street to
the hotel where we phoned home ( and found that a daughter had
returned safely from four months in Spitzbergen)and bought and
posted some posicards, before retracing our route to the pier.
On route we had an exchange with a friendly old lady all
dressd up for the Kirk, who was busily engaged sweepirg the
puddles in the street- to make it look tidier. As we were
talking the Minister drove by, right through her puddle,
splashing her front door mat and catching her in the act of
working on the Sabbath- so she said she was doubly damned,
but seemed quite cheerful about it.

We topped up our water at the loos on the pier head and set
off, with the encouragement of the natives who donated a long
painter with a nice Turk's head on it, as we sailed out into
the Bay under full main and jib, rather than jenny.Then we had
a pleasant run in a Force 4 with big following seas to the
North end of the island, wearing ship rather than gybing as we
felt in a relaxed mood and had plenty of time.Even in sun the
north east coast of the island looked as intimidating and rock
bound as it had last night- with not a chance of landing until
Sorisdale Bay at the north east tip.

We swung round the north east corner inside the skerries of
Eilan Mor( where there was marked Acar-said Mhor- gaelic for
the big harbour) into a beautiful sandy bay - glad of the
sunlight which enabled us to see the rocks ahead lurking less
than a centre board depth below, and ran up onto the
beach.Here was a heavenly spot where we decided to spend the
night. ( GR 273 640) We pitched tent on a rocky outcrop
covered in sea pinks and firm turf just to the east of the bay
and having put the
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boat out on an anchor fort and aft set off on foot to explore
our surroundings.We had borrowed Bill's 15 lb COR for better
holding on the sandy beaches where we hoped to be- and put our
3kilo Bruce out as the stern anchor.A 50 metre line ran from
the COR to the beach so we could readily pull the boat in when
we came back when the tide had risen when we came back a few
hours later.

The setting was idyllic-a rocky bay fringed by sand dunes and
sea pinks with glorious views to the north over the skerries
towards Muck and Eigg and to the north west to Ardnamurchan.
the wind was still a brisk 4 from the south west but we were
sheltered from it as we strolled round the craggy north end of
the island- finding otter tracks in our bay, but no otter.We
had a long walk around the various bays to the west, mrvelling
at the expanse of unbroken sand and the peaceful coves and the
absence of houses. But then it was a hard land in which to
make a living- a thin layer of soil and sand over ancient
granite bed rock gave little hope of agriculture and the land
was good for little but grazing.

Indeed Coll had in the pasts been known for its black cattle.
which had been the basis of its economy for years.As always it
was interesting to compare Coll now with Coll when visited by
the 18th century travellers.The most notable of these were Dr
Johnstone and James Boswell who spent a week storm bound there
*in 1773,

REFLECTIONS ON COLL

Dr Johnstone observed that Col] is not properly rocky; it is
rather one continued rock , of a surface much diversified with
protuberances" and we know what he meant! He was impressed too
by the fact that there was a shop on the island even then:-

"to a man that ranges the streets of London, where he is
tempted to contrive wants for the pleasure of supplying
them, a shop affords no image worthy of attention;but in an
island it turns the balance of existence between good and
evil. To live in perpetual want of little things is a
state, not indeed of torture but of constant vexation"
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But despite the seductive powers of the shop, even then
emigration was a problem.As Johnstone said

"The great business of insular policy now is to keep the
people in their own country.As the world has been let in
they have heard of happier climes and less arbitrary
government----many have departed both from the main of
Scotland and from the islands'.

When he was there the population was about 900, by 1793 it had
grown to 1041 and by 1961 it had fallen to 150. There have
been a variety of schemes to generate employment- after the
war there was even a Government sponsored daffodil nursery,
but now it has to survive on a mixture of tourism and
crofting- as well as being the world headquarters of Project
trust, which aims to build the character of young school
leavers , usually the children of the bourgoisie,by sending
them to do voluntary work in the underdeveloped world- on the
principle no doubt that if they could survive the selection
process on Coll they would probably make light of the third
world.

The contrast between Coll and Tiree is marked.In the latter
there is still a population of about 1000- or one third of its
18th century figure and it still gives an impression of being
economically active- with little farms dotted everywhere- and
in the 70s, when we holidayed there, it was so far ahead of
the rest of the Western isles that one could actually buy
fresh bread from a local bakery, rather than having to rely on
the dreaded wrapped Milanda loaf from Glasgow which had helped
to make the Hebrides what they were. Now Cal Mac are gradually
spreading their network of Ro Ro services and that may help
the economy of the islands a bit- at least as far as tourist
traffic is concerned- but freight costs will still remain
prohibitive so long as it costs some hundreds of pounds for a
return trip by lorry from Coll and Tiree to Oban- yet alone
the costs from Oban to the southern markets.

With these rather depressing thoughts we retraced our steps.
from the north west of the island to inspect a black house,
with a television aerial, occupied by a very ancient mariner
spotlessly turned out, who told us he had seen us sailing past
Sorisdale Bay a few hours before.Then over the hill through
the sand dunes (which we later learned had been the Duke of
Argyll's rabbit warren in the 18th century ) back to our bay,
where Petra was lying to her anchor in the rising wind.We were
slightly apprehensive about leaving her out on the anchor in
the case the weather deteriorated, so we waited till high
water at 9 45 and ran her up the beach to leave her high and
dry on the rollers.

It was a wild wet and windy night but we and the boat were
snug, and at least we were glad that we were sheltered from
the force of the south westerly wind and seas.
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DIVERSION TO ARDNAMURCHAN AND ARDTOE WITH SPINDRIFT

As Petra's crew were bedding down in Col] the crew of
Spindrift had finished their holiday and were back in Central
Scotland, preparing for their Monday morning back to work
tomorrow. Where had they been?

Petra and Spindrift had parted company two days before. while
Petra heaaded south from Eigg, Spindrift had sailed south
east towards Ardtoe and Kentra Bay at the east end of the
Ardnamurchan peninsula (see page 19).

Initially the visibility had been so poor that they too soon
lost sight of land and had to trust implicitly their compass
bearing of 140. The Force 4/5 south westerly took them some
12 or 13 miles in less than two hours to the beautiful sandy
beach of Camas an Lighe.They arrived at low water at 2 10pm
and pitched their tent ( at GR 611 689),and then went to
explore Ardtoe and the narrow channel into Kentra Bay, which
dries completely at spring tides.

Whilst lunching on the Ardtoe beach they were surprised to
meet a farmer and his wife picking winkles from the rocks
exposed at low water.The winkles are exported to France where
they sell for £150 per cwt- compared with the £10 paid to the
pickers.Containers loads of velvet crabs go every week from
Lochmaddy, bound for Spain- no doubt to be sold back to
visitors as ` Spanish Sea food".Vive the Single Market!
The natural scavenging instincts of Spindrift's crew were such
that they too had a gourmet meal that night- free.

The next day , Sunday, while Petra was sailing north from
Arinagour, Spindrift enjoyed sun and a fresh westerly and ran
north past the entrance to Loch Moidart, Eilean Shona, and the
mouth of Loch Ailort to arrive back at Arisaig Harbour.

Here they explored the skerries and beaches around the South
Channel before reluctantly returning to the pier,pulling out
packing and finally ( and not reluctantly) succumbing.to the
culinary delights of the ` Old Library ` restaurant in
Arisaig,which they recommend.The end of another holiday.

PETRA to TOBERMORY

Monday 3rd August began grey and windy for Petra's crew , with
the inshore forecast threatening a force 7, and perhaps worse
to come so we took stock.We had been away from the mainland
for a fortnight- in almost uniformly bad conditions.the
weather reports for July subsequently confirmed the impression
that it had been especially bad where we had been.We had had
the equivalent of less than a day's sunshine in all that time,
and more than our share of wind and rain.Spindrift's crew were
now safely back at work, so should we head for home- in the
hope that we might even get a few days good weather at home in
Edinburgh before we too were back to work. If all went well we
could be back to Oban in a couple of days, and five days of
lotus eating lay beyond.We might even stay in a hotel, or have
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a bath or both.

The temptation was too much and we decided to head for
Tobermory.With great difficulty we just managed to get the
boat off the rollers into the breakers at high water, missing
the strength of Spindrifts crew and seriously wondering
whether we might be stranded on the springs High Water mark
until the next springs.Then we were off with a whoosh through
the rocks, wore ship and swung off on easterly course to where
we thought the entrance to the sound of Mull was. We had the
jib and two reefs in the main and wore lifelines as we
careered across the rollers coming in from the south driven of
by the south westerly wind which seemed like a good force
5.But it was steady and on the beam, so though sitting out
hard we were relatively stable , with the only excitement
coming from the occasional roller which threatened to break
over the beam. We covered the first 8 miles to a line between
Ardnamurchan Point to the north and Caliach point on Mull in
exactly one hour, and just over an hour and a quarter later
we were almost becalmed off the Rubha na Gall lighthouse in
the lee of Mull- having covered almost 18 miles since we left
our campsite on Coll; easily our fastest continuous passage-
during which, despite it being the height of the sailing
season, we saw only a couple of sails.

We had been lucky in our crossing. Seas between Arnamurchan
and Caliach point can be severe- but despite the wind (
reported as 40 knots that day in Oban during West Highland
week) they had stayed manageable.Leaving Col0 and returning to
Mull it was salutory to be reminded of the Boswell/Johnson
experience there almost 220 years betore.They had sailed from
Skye and had rounded Ardnamurchan and were heading into the
sound for Tobermory, but the wind changed against them and
they had to run for shelter. At first they could not make up
their minds whether to go for Canna Eigg or Coll-but Canna was
too far away, Eigg harbour was dangerous, so Coll it was-
though by now it was dark and landfall would be
difficult.Waving a glowing peat from time to time for their
accompanying "wherry" to follow, they set off into the murk.

Poor Roswell was terrified- the crew kept shouting in Gaelic
and as he said

a man is always suspicious of what is being said in an
unknown tongue"

and he grew more afraid.He reported that
the boat often lay so much to a side that I trembled lest
she should be overset- indeed they told me afterwards that
they had ryun her sometimes to within an inch of the water
so anxious were they to make what haste they could---I saw
tonight what I never saw before , a prodigious sea with
immense billows coming upon a vessel, so that it seemed
hardly possible to escape. There was something grandly
horrible in the sight. I am glad to have seen it- once

But once was more than enough and he was convinced that their
end was nigh, and made all sorts of rasht* promises to the
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Almighty eg that he would "behave himself ten times better` in
future. Then his companion - the Laird of Coll found the
solution:

As I saw them all busy doing something I asked Col]
with much earnestness what I could do. He with a
lucky readiness put into my hand a rope which was
fixed to the top of one of the masts, and bid me
hold it fast'till he bid me pull.This could not be
of the least service but by employing me he kept me
out of their way-- and at the same time diverted my
fear to a certain degree by making me think I was
occupied There did I stand firm to my post while the
wind and rain beat upon me, always expecting a call
to pull my rope.

Meanwhile Dr Johnson lay fast asleep below, wrappd up in a
greatcoat and a greyhound which had snuggled up to him, and
rose quite unconcerned when they finally, to many '' Thank
Gods`,arrived at Arinagour. The Laird himself was drowned the
following year on the short crossing between Inch Kenneth and
Ulva- the setting also for the famous Thomas Campbell poem -
Lord Ullin's Daughter, where the daughter fleeing with her
lover from her father said that she would

" meet the raging of the skies, but not an angry father- as
one lovely hand she stretched for aid, and one was round
her lover"

but "The waters wild went o'er his child, and he was left
lamenting"

We had been more fortunate and with the beam wind and sea had
had no difficulty, and were able to enjoy the calm as we
drifted below the cliffs of Bloody Bay- where some say that
Armada ships had run ashore and their crews had been
massacred, but where history suggests that it was named after
the battle in 1480 between the then Lord of the Isles and his
son Angus , who won.From here we drifted to the Rubha nan
Gall lighthouse, sheltered by the high land fr-om the near gale
which had whisked us over. But it hit us with a vengeance as
we past the lighthouse and got the true wind whistling out of
Tobermory Bay.

Fortunately we had not shaken out our two reefs or changed
from Jib to Jenny, because the gusts came with such force that
we were hard put to stay upright, yet alone make progress and
we had some hair raising flat tacks across the Bay trying to
claw up wind to the west of Calve Island to make our landfall
on Arcs Point. Here we found again the little cleared landing
place in the rocks just below the end of the Point where we
had camped with the Patersons in Zwalke on our
circumnavigation of Mull almost exactly 5 years before.( GR
518 544).

TOBERMORY

We were mightily glad to be safe on shore as we looked across
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the Bay and saw the squall searing through the many yachts
there- all sheltering from the weather.

Aros Point is a good camp site-on the edges of a public park,
very sheltered and no one about. A small burn bubbled past-
unlikely to be running in a good summer, but there is water a
quarter a mile away in a public loo. By now it was still only
1pm so we had the day ahead of us in which to watch the wind
rain and waterfalls. At least we did not have to worry about
the midges- for the whole of the holiday they had been lying
doggo waiting for the wind to drop and the sun to come out.

We had intended to beach the boat on the sand at the head of
the Bay below the main street, and spend the night in our
wonderful new boom tent but the strong wind had encouraged us
to sleep on terra firma. Nevertheless the lure of the bright
lights of Tobermory was strong. Donning shore clothes - le
anoraks and wellies- we plodded on the good path round the
south and west shore of the Bay, along a lovely woodland walk,
at times high above the yachts anchored just below us, and
skirting many waterfalls cascading straight into the sea.

Tobermory was bustling with bedraggled tourists and sheltering
yachtsmen, but we fought our way through the crowds to a cafe
where we indulged ourselves with toasted bacon and cheese
sandwiches and pots of tea- the first money spent on anything
other than PCs since our pot of tea on Muck almost two weeks
before.We enjoyed it to the full before retreating to the
peace of our tent and our sleeping bags as the rain drummed
down and trees swayed in the high winds. Petra lay a hundred
feet below us- winched up on block and tackle to above the
high water mark and with side and stern lines out to keep her
steady in case the wind swung to the north- which it did not.

As Boswell said Tobermory is a really noble harbour--but
some storms blow very hard here'!.lt had attracted relatively
little settlement until the 18th C when in 1786 it was chosen
as the site of a new town by the British Fisheries Society, as
part of its plan to develop the herring fisheries of Britain
and create new employment for the rising rural
population (Ullapol and Wick similarily benefited).In effect a
New Town was built, and the impression is of well planned
order with neat houses and other building grouped round the
bay. It proved unsuccesful as a fishing town but developed as
a centre for trade and commerce and by the mid 19th century
about 1400 people lived there. ( now the population is about
900).Many of the buildings were designed by the famous 18th
century architect Robert Mylne ( who also designed and built
the Blackfriars Bridge in London, and was surveyor of St
Paul's Cathedral where he is buried- and was a friend of
Johnson's) and the works were supervised in part by Thomas
Telford.Although a tourist magnet, some of the bustle has
passed it by as the Ro Ro car ferries run from Oban to
Craignure, and only some of the Cal Mac sailings to Coll and
Tiree and the-Outer Isles call at the awkward little pier. But
it is still worth a visit and is a good place for stores and
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has a very good book shop- and a distillery. Mull as a whole
is of course well worth cruising from and round.

to LISMORE

Tuesday 4th August began promisingly sunny- with a forecast
Force 4 south westerly but with the threat of rising wind and
rain culminating in a gale later in the day. So we hurried
away, slipping through the Doirlinn (or Pool) between Aros
Point and Calve Island , by passing the wrecked fishing boat
by lying close up to the north side of the channel, under the
little cliff of Calve, before we came out into the space of
the Sound of Mull.

Almost from force of habit we had started with reefs and the
jib, but the wind was light and we soon shook them out and
enjoyed a sunny and carefree sail down the sound- if not in
home waters then at least in waters we knew reasonably well.

As we passed Salen we met the front runners of the West
Highland Week fleet racing up the sound from Oban to
Tobermory.It was a wonderful sight- in all about 180 boats
passed us ranging in size from about 25 meters overall to some
barely 20 feet on the waterline. It was hard to believe we
were in the middle of the recession as most of the boats
seemed very new, packed with crews lining the weather rail in
matching team colours. We were spotted from afar by two Clyde
Canoe club boats in the race, enjoying their annual bracing
doze of salt water before returning to the Loch.

After two hours we had covered the 12 miles or so to Loch
Aline- where there is a silica sand mine with miles of tunnels
and where we had lunched once on our return from our 1987
round Mull trip.However the wind was falling light and we
wondered whether it was the calm before the threatened storm.
We decided we ought to press on towards Lismore, where we
aimed to find a sate landing sheltered from the south west.

We drifted Past Glas ELIlanan ( Grey island) at the entrance to
the sound, and then the wind begn to freshen from the south
west.We skimmed across the south end of Loch Linnhe- gingerly
passing Rubha an Ridire where we had been hit by a totally
unexpected squall in 1987 which had almost blown us out of the
water-, waved to a few north bound porpoises and made our
landfall in Achadun Bay just north of Bernera Island on the
south west of Lismore.

LISMORE

The tide was ebbing fast and we only just managed to get in
far enough to be clear of the rocks, and the ground was less
sandy than we had hoped for if Petra was to take the ground-
but, we said, it will do; and it did.

We pitched tent by the nice burn running into the head of the
bay and then inspected the ruins of the castle above us.It was
built in the 13th century as the castle of the Boishops of
Argyll, and has a splendid situation but not much history. so
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it was a nice place to sit and look at the view and reflect on
the holiday - on this our last island. We looked down on a
small traditional fishing boat slowly dragging its net down
Loch Linnhe followed by a cloud of sea gulls and a buzzard or
two.

To the north we looked up the 10 mile length of Lismore-
another fascinating island replete with history and ancient
monuments. Unusually for Scotland, the land of igneous rocks
and sandstones, Lismore is largely limestone so it also has
interesting flora and some fertile farms. Indeed its name is
said to be the Gaelic for big garden.

Like Iona and Colonsay, Lismore is one of the Holy Isles of
Scotland- having been settled by a Celtic missionary, St
Moluag, in the 6th century.It then became the residence of the
Bishops of the Isles in the 12th C and in the 1gth C it
briefly was home to the Highland Seminary of the Roman
Catholic church, training priests to win back the Gaelic
speaking regions.ln the late 18th C the 1500 inhabitants were
described as:-

industrious, cheerful and constantly engaged in active
employment in the open air, which greatly tends to the
preservation of their health. the constant sea breezes
likewise prove very favourable to their
constitutions-(but) in rowing their small boats they
often over exert themselves, to the great detriment of
their health"

Pennant, a little earlier had been less sure of their health:

"the inhabitants in general are poor , and much troubled
with sore eyes, and in the spring are afflicted with a
costiveness that often proves fatal. At that season,all
their provisions are generally consumed; and they are
forced to live on sheeps milk boiled, to which the
distemper is attributed".

By 1831, the population had grown to 1800, but was more than
halved by the 1871 Census as emigration took its toll.By 1961
it was down to about 155. Now with a daily car ferry to Oban
it should stabilise with a mixture of farms hotels and holuday
houses- and a wealth of fascinating archaeological remains,
and glorious views all round, to attract the dav visitor and
the holidaymaker. It is a first class base for day touring in
a Wayfarer, as we discovered in 1986- ideal for beginners,
with lots of interest and shelter and generally small seas.

We revisited our 1986 holiday as we looked across the loch to
the unsightly scar of the quarry of Glendsanda-and saw the
same ship loading which we had seen from our beach on Rhum
heading north to Europe with a load of stone (see page 9
above).We had camped near there at Camas Chronaig on our last
camp on the round Mull trip. Workers travel there daily from
Lismore and Port Appin. We could see right up the loch towards
Glencoe and the Mamores and wondered about making for Fort
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William the following day.A few miles to the south west, in
the teeth of the rising wind we could see the lighthouse at
the end of Lismore, built in 1833 by Robert Stevenson- builder
of the Bell Rock lighthouse off Arbroath and father of Allan
Stevenson the builder of Skerryvore and Ardnamurchan- and many
others.

The wind was rising and the sun was fading so we scurried back
to the bay, tied our pipe rollers under the boat transversely
so that she would settle on them when she took ground again
during the night, and had a good meal in the tent.The wind was
howling round us and the boat gradually floated to anchor (
with a line taken above the high water mark) so we built two
small cairns in line so that we could check from the warmth of
our bags that she was not dragging and snuggled down to bed at
about 9 30.

Wednesday 5th August

Gale warnings eveywhere after a wild night with the promise of
a force 8 and the threat of a severe 9, so we had either to
sit tight or move quickly. We chose the latter- and decided to
call it a day at Port Appin rather than go further to Fort
William, where we would arrive at the wrong time at the Corran
Narrows and would fall foul of the tide.

So we bundled everything into the boat and got away as soon
as it floated at about 9 15.The wind was brisk but up) our
stern. We had started under bare poles because we did not want
too much way on as we picked our way through the rocks in the
bay , and we found that once we were safely clear of these we
still seemed to be making good progress- so on the flood tide
we hissed along with no sails at all. It really is a most
pleasant way to sail, when there is no sea running. Then we
hoisted the jib ( not the jenny) and covered the 4 miles to
Castle Coeffin in 45 minutes. The wind was howling in the
rigging but the sea had not yet built up, so the skipper in a
fit of recklessness and against the advice cf the crew hoisted
the reefed main and with white horses chasing us we galloped
up the coast of Lismore. Looking anxiously over our sh..oulders
we could see a dark front of wind catching up wit, us and
pressed on in the hope that we would be round the corner into
the half shelter of Port Ramsay before it hit us.

We cu+ the corner beyond Rubha Ban in a most unseamanlike way-
if we had been subject to Naval discipline we certainly would
have been court martialled for hazarding the ship by charging
on when we were not sure where the rocks were- but we survived
unscathed. By now the wind was as strong as we had ever sailed
in- so we thought it was probably at or very near the promised
force 8. We speedily confirmed our decision that Fort William
could wait and shot through the rocks, with sails flapping and
hanging on for dear life, narrowly remembering thanks to the
crew to leave the perch at the end of Inn Island to port
rather than cutting the corner, and landed in a breathless
heap on the shingle by the Port Appin slip,





We were back on the mainland after just over two weeks- having
visited the islands of Eigg, Muck, Rnum, Canna, Col], Mull and
Lismore in some of the worst summer weather for years.

The Wayfarer had once again shown what a super all round boat
she is.ln the week of Ian Proctor's death we knew that he
would be pleased, but not surprised, at how well his design
had served these two middle aged couples, and would we hoped
do so again-often.

THE END
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APPENDIX 1

CAMP SITES

This note refers only to sites we visited on this trip.

Location Grid Name Comment

ARISAIG 658 865 Harbour car Park water and loos
handy.Sleep on boat
surDrisingly quiet

ARISAIG 620 838 Port a Bhathaich superb sandy beach.good
water.exposed to
South.Very secluded.
Lovely turf.see text.

EIGG 486 843 by harbour sandy beach.exposed to
east.burn nearby.
beach hut.see text and
plan.

MUCK 408 803 Gallanach Bay sandy bay. very
sheltered to all
but northerlies.rather
near houses.Water from
farm?see text and plan.

RHUM 377 045 Samhnan Insir superb sandy bay.
sheltered to all but
N/NE.Lovely turf.good
water.Access doubts- see
text.

CANNA 278 055 Castle bay grey sand.very
sheltered.water at pier
camping right by
beach rather restricted,
but possible.see text
and plan.





CANNA 266 048 Sanday Tricky approach.esp in heavy
westerly.lovely beach on Sanday
no convenient water.footbridge
to Canna.See text.

COLL 223 556. Ornsay accessible only at high tide.No
water.Handy for Arinagour see
text and plan.

COLL 273 640 Sorisdale wonderful sheltered site below
dunes.superb views.good water.
sandy beach but rocky approach
needs good visibility.See text.

TOBERMORY 518 544 Aros Pt tricky rocky landing at near
high water.Camp in trees above.
water at loo hut about 1/4 mile
south.Lovely view ofT'mory.See
text and plan.

KENTRA 611 689 Camas an Lighe not recommended in any but
light or southerly winds.Nice
beach and water, but surprising
sea, even in south
westerly.Better at Ardtoe or in
Kentra Bay proper, subject to
tide.( or in Loch Moidart).

LISMORE 804 395 Achadun best at high water to get boat
above rocks on beach,
but will have to lie at
anchor.Good camping and water.
secluded



APPENDIX 2

EQUIPMENT NOTES

Our gear was conventional with no special gizmos, but the
following points may be worthy of comment.

MASTHEAD BUOYANCY
Both boats were fitted with MB, Supplemented after tests with
additional polystyrene blocks.Bags from wine cartons also do.

LIFE LINES
For the first time, both crews were life lines and harness.The
lines were secured to a rope running round the centre board
case.Spindrifts crew had purpose built ones;Petra's used a
chest harness ( as used on glaciers) made up from climbing
tape loops ( purchasable from any climbing shop) and secured
with light carabiners.The lines were just long enough to allow
the crew to float round the boat in the event of a capsize.We
were very glad to have them.

LOCAT Beacon.
We carried one + a few flares.Petra's crew need a beacon for
sea canoeing, and it is a requirement for Greenland trips.But
a discussion with the Coastguards at the last Boat show
convinced us that it was worth having for British coastal
trips too.It costs little more than half a doxen flares, and
lasts much longer and is far more positive.The coast guard
told us that on the east coast they aim to have a helicopter
on the scene within 15 minutes of picking up the signal- which
they can locate to within about 50 metres.Despite our
determination not to get into a position where we need to use
it it seems a prudent form of insurance.

REEFING
We both used slab reefing.Frequently we were reefed down to
the cross trees.

ANCHORS
Petra regretted not having a 15 lb CQR or similar for
anchoring off sandy beaches.The 7 lb Bruce was not heavy
enough, although good for a stern anchor.Next time we will
have both.

ROLLERS

Again, we were very glad of the 3-4" diameter plastic water
main pipes which we used as rollers/sliders. Each boat needs 3
to 4, about 4ft long.A 2 foot length of line on the end of
each helps recovery, and allows the roller to be secured to
spinnaker sheets when the boat is lying on the beach, so that
the rollers are not lost when the boat floats off with the



tide. The rollers can be stowed in the cock pit or on the
foredeck- where they can be useful in acting as an additional
wave deflector.

TOGGLES
Two toggles each about four inches long and 11/2 inches wide
were invaluable in fitting inside the rear hand slots on the
each quarter, level with the rear hatch, and forming a handle
to allow a really good pull, when pulling the boats up the
beach.Well worth the effort- and with the rollers and four
people made beach hauling relatively easy.

OARS
We both carried full length oars- and no outboard.

BLOCK AND TACKLE.
The mainsheet and block, together with the chest harness
carabiners and slings were invaluable in assisting Petra, when
separated from Spindrift to pull the boat up. Slings under the
bow from the carrying handles formed a low pulling point on
which to attach the tow rope.

LINE
75 metres of light line were very useful in securing the
boats.It was especially useful as a trip line on the anchor so
that we could set the boat out at anchor at low tide, and take
the line ashore to allow us to pull the anchor and boat in,
even at high water.It can also be used for clothes lines and
various forms of jury rig.

WATERPROOF STOWAGE
In Petra all gear was stowed in colour coded Pennine Outdoor
neoprene coated home made tubular waterproof bags- each about
8 inches in diameter and 4 feet long.These had been designed
for canoe camping and had proved to be absolutely waterproof
even after three weeks sitting in the bilges of a canoe in
Greenland conditions.One bag carried all the food necessary
for four days ( five food bags in all), and the Skipper and
Mate had one each for clothes and one each for sleeping bags
sponge bag etc.

PLASTIC BOXES
We each carried items 'wanted on the voyage", such as cooking
things, current food,maps and log book etc in plastic stacking
boxes stowed in the stern locker, with a neoprene fabric cover
so that they could be left on the beach or outside the tent
without damage to the contents C but as we found on Eigg they
are not ratproof!)

CLOTHING
The weather being what it was we wore wet suits most of the



time afloat.Peter wore a pile lined Buffalo jacket all the
time even in bed, and swore by it.It revolutionised his
approach to dinghy clothing. Although it gets wet, nothing is
worn beneath it and body heat dries out the moisture before it
reaches the skin. It dries out completely in a matter of
minutes when active and when the rain or seas have stopped.He
now wears one all the time when canoeing or
mountaineering.They are sold at some mountaineering shops-as
as part of the Buffalo Double P system.It has a Pertex fabric

outer and a pile lining, with ventilating zips up either
side.Remploy are manufacturing -salopettes etc for sailing and
they should be very good.

COOKING
We both used paraffin burning primuses.There is much to be
said for having two similar stoves - using the same fuel and
allowing, if necessary, use of common spares.

FOOD.
We catered separately- but were self contained for three
weeks. Petra's crew make much use of porridge, dried fruit and
other dried foods, with oatcakes being the staple substitute
for bread." Five Pints' powdered milk met all our needs very
acceptably.The only shops on the trip were at Arisaig ( a good
general store, though we did not use it) and on Coll, but it
was a Sunday.

LUXURY ITEMS

Petra had two luxury additions to equipment which we now
regard as necessities.Thermarest self inflatable mattresses
are wonderful- warm and less bulky and more comfortable than
lilos. And Small canvas back rests sold by the Edinburgh
Mountaineering equipment form of Tiso and called Arthur's
Seats are ideal for relaxing in tents on or on the beach.No
home should be without one!



APPENDIX 3

BIBLIOGRAPHY

PILOTS

Much the most useful is

The Yachtsman's Pilot to the West Coast of Scotland
"Crinan to Canna', by Martin Lawrence.
Published by Imray Laurie Norie and Wilson

ISBN 085288 107X ).

This combines crisp text, clear diagrams and aerial
photographs and is first class.This is the middle of three
volumes covering the West Coast.

Also useful is the Clyde Cruising Club Sailing Directions,
which contan a wealth of material, although not quite as user
friendly as Lawrence.Two volumes cover the area of this
cruise.

CHARTS

In these waters we tend to prefer Ordnance Survey Maps to
Charts- supplemented by the diagrams in Lawrence and the CCC
directions. Charts are helpful for a study of the tidal
streams and overfalls round Mull, and in the confused waters
between Oban and Crinari. Imray Chart C 65 (1: 150000 ) covers
the area of this cruise- except for Canna and North Rhum which
is on C 66

OTHER SAILING BOOKS
The classic of West Coast Cruising is the The Log Of The
Blue Dragon by CC Lynam, published by Sidgwick in 1907.

Also interesting is Frank Cowper's Sailing Tours, Part V-
covering the Scottish Coast line and published in 1896. It was
republished by Ashford Press Southampton in 1985. It is
opinionated provocative and amusing.

OTHER WEST BOOKS.
As will be evident from the log,the scribe has a weakness for
the antiquarian- and the scope in the West Coast is enormous.
Highly recommended as reference books are the Royal Commission
on Ancient Monuments Surveys, the Parish descriptions in the
First Statistical Account of 1796,Pennants Tours published in
the 1780s, the Journal of Boswells and Johnston4s Tour in
1773,Groomes Gazetteer of 1884, Seton Gordon's Highways and
Byways in the West Highlands ( 1935) and a wealth of modern
books by authors such as WH Murray,Ian Grimble and Tom Weir.
There is enough to last several lifetimes of reading- and
cruising.
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